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MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Mark the English sentence that translates the Choctaw sentence. 
 

1. Ohoyo yämmät nanta bänna?    What does that man want? 

               X  What does that woman want? 

                  What does that woman have? 

2. Nusi sä bänna.          I am hungry. 

                 You are tired. 

               X   I want to sleep. 

3. Tämaha ia pi bänna.        You want to go to town. 

               X  We want to go to town. 

                 She wants to go to town. 

4. Okla impa bänna.         He wants to eat. 

                 The men want to eat. 

               X  They want to eat. 

5. Oka kapässa hächi bänna ho?    Do they all want cold water? 

                 Do you all have some cold water? 

               X  Do you all want some cold water? 

6. Banaha äpa häpi bänna.      We want to eat shuck bread. 

                 They all want to eat shuck bread. 

               X  We all want to eat shuck bread. 

7. Alikchi pisa bänna.         It needs a doctor. 

               X  She wants to see a doctor. 

                 Mom wants to see a doctor. 

 

8. Nanta chi bänna?           What does he want? 

                 What do I want? 

                X  What do you want? 
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9. Tämaha ia hächi bänna ho?     Do you all want to go to the store? 

               X  Do you all want to go to town? 

                 Do you all want to go to church? 

10. Katomma ia bänna?        Where is he going? 

                 Where are they going? 

               X  Where does he want to go? 

Translate these sentences to Choctaw. 

11. She wants to see a doctor. 

 Alikchi pisa bänna. 

12. Do you all want to go home? 

 Chukka ia hächi bänna ho? 

13. They want to see a doctor. 

 Okla alikchi pisa bänna. 

14. I am hungry. 

 Sä hohchäffo. 

15. Do you all want cold water? 

 Oka kapässa hächi bänna? 

Write two sentences using two of the Subject Pronouns with the word 
“bänna”. 
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